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Very interesting to put to the test I like to gown comfortably and casually. You can really find what Sherry
Maysonave is talking about. The responsibility of performance. The colourful attire that Maysonave
contemplated has reverted back again to more conservative shades. There isn't one article of clothes that
is "the solution. Business casual doesn't mean casual and it makes an impression on people. The variety of
decisions that can be made about attire is normally astounding.Nevertheless, the ideas the writer
expressed haven't transformed." The trick is usually to find the appropriate business casual clothes for
oneself and one's job, also to make it work with the least amount of clothing.In response to the individual
who says that a person in a low-level position can't benefit from _Casual Power_, I'd say that it's not true.
It takes time to figure out and look for the more appropriate outfits. One can end up owning even more
than is necessary because issues don't match, don't last or fallout of fashion. Eye Catcher Very good
advice on looking professional in the work place. The reserve is a very valuable tool for all those in my
own field. If your simply starting out at powering up your gown attire that is a must read. I've been
stepping up my game for awhile and I still learned a couple of things as well as getting a confirmation on
other activities I've been doing. Interesting, enjoyable, and helpful book Although this publication was
published 12 years ago, the principles remain valid and important. The writer openly prefers a dressy type
of casual attire, however in the proper business environment this can be advantageous. I really do
understand her look at, but don't agree totally. If you browse the book now, pay attention to the timeless,
useful principles, and don't be put off by clothing developments that are no more current. I desire I had go
through this book a long time ago. Incidentally, the traditional book "Dress for Achievement" continues
to be invaluable. when stepping into that world for a gathering or such.Addresses Important Casual Issue
The best things about Casual Power will be the illustrations and pictures. As a males you perform.When
my firm went through a shakeup (that eventually resulted with many workers being cut), I began to
implement a lot of the advice from this book. women .A lot of the cheap clothing one finds is not good
plenty of and that displays a major problem.. Based on the Occupational Outlook Handbook, almost 2
million employees in America have an identical position.! Despite my entry-level income, I was able to
afford better clothing at discount shops such as Focus on or by shopping on the internet.Furthermore, this
book actually has advice concerning how to "power up" your look if you are stuck in a "work uniform"
such as for example those worn in junk food or retail locations. It is for people at all amounts in the task
force.... But I also like clean slice men in suits for those attempting to get ahead in the 9 to 5 globe. This is
actually the bible to dressing for achievement in the task place. Highly recommend! How are you going to
stand out in case you are among these 2 million? A must read for the modern business world Bought the
reserve for my wife, browse the reserve for myself. I work in the field for a company that allows "business
casual outfit" because of its field workers, and was not certain of what that ment. Sherry's publication is
both beneficial and incredibly interesting. Sherry is just a little conservative with some stuff, such as the
wearing of brief sleeve "dress" t-shirts, she is usually against it. The publication is written within an
entertaining style and full of interesting, helpful pictures.It's a little dated. Both my wife and I have gotten
our monies worth. I recommend this book as a good starting point on the journey of "business casual Fri"
or "business casual workplace". Great book for Product sales Engineers I work as a degreed Engineer
selling turbomachinery technical products to the energy generation, refining, and chemical substance
business. I've always known gown is important in my own business. This book is a great tool for me and I
have recommended it to all of our sales force. In my business, the way you approach our customer with
dress is definitely an instant turnoff to them if you don't dress properly. The author has many great good
examples. You can't go wrong with her guidance and advice. Her rules to Business Casual dressing in the
task place are the BEST. In general though her opionions and suggestions are on the tag. I'm in a totally
entry-level placement at a customer-assistance oriented phone call center. I'm more of a rebel and
independent, butcan use the info. I have noticed many people criticize that publication by saying it is no



longer valid, but if you look at how top executives are dressed, you will notice they're still sticking
carefully to the same method. But then I also like clean cut guys in suits.. I really like this book I really like
this book. My 1st copy is usually in storage so I bought it again. Business informal continues to be
difficult to get right years after this publication was published. I function for a corporation which allows
this and have worn cargo shorts, brief sleeved shirts, and additional very casual attire to the workplace. It
helps to gown for such a performance when coping with how existence operates. This book has a treasure
trove of useful information about doing that an a lot more. Women see and understand everything. The
best and most detailed guidebook for Business Casual attire A perpetual Amazon category bestseller for
17 years, "Casual Power" remains the best and most detailed guidebook for Business Casual attire. So
impress with your style and knowledge of just that as well. You can find both images of particular
clothing, shoes, jewelry, etc. and also exceptional illustrations. Each chapter includes a highlight section
which summarizes tips. The bonus includes the information on nonverbal communication. A valuable tool
for guys & Abruptly, though I had been overlooked, I was noticed by management and was actually asked
to apply for a far more senior position.Strongly suggested.  Five Stars excellent Two Stars Not engaging.
Five Stars Great for teaching skills to adults.
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